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Seating
Haworth’s combination of innovative design, intelligent engineering and advanced manufacturing technologies  
has resulted in a seating collection that sets the standard for durability, comfort and performance. 

X99®
Created from equal parts of style and functionality, the X99 seating family provides precision performance.
Left to Right – X99 Guest / X99 Task / X99 Seminar / X99 Executive

Zody™
A remarkable investment in a mid-priced task chair. Highly sustainable and fully ergonomic. The first task chair to be  
endorsed by the American Physical Therapy Association and certified as a Cradle to Cradle™ Gold Product by the MBDC.
Left to Right – Zody Task / Zody Guest
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Why Haworth

As one of the world’s largest workspace manufacturers, we have spent years studying the way people work and we  
understand that your spaces have to perform on many levels. Inside our company you’ll find solutions to help you  
create inspiring workspaces that look great, anticipate change, support multiple applications, maximize technology,  
and deliver time-tested quality and durability. 

Find Your Dealer
Find your nearest dealer on the Haworth Dealer 
Locator section of www.haworth.com. 

Haworth Sales Offices
Atlanta 404.253.5640   
Boston 617.439.7777 
Chicago 312.644.3983 
Columbus 614.885.5981 
Dallas 214.231.7100 
Denver 303.291.1015 
Detroit 248.526.5005 
Houston 713.629.1772 
Los Angeles 310.481.2300
Minneapolis 612.288.0410 
New York 212.977.5350 
Philadelphia 215.977.8607 
Phoenix 602.734.8650 
San Francisco 415.981.8795 
Seattle/Alaska/Hawaii 206.623.8035 
Washington DC 202.478.7300 
Haworth Corporate 616.393.3000 

Procurement… 
 
Solutions  
On-contract product solutions include: 
Access Flooring  
Moveable Walls 
Systems Furniture 
Storage and Casegoods  
Seating 
Tables

Quality/Confidence 
“Outstanding” Supplier Rating by GSA 
Member GSA Quality Partnership Counsel (QPC) 
GSA Systems Furniture Subcommittee  
GSA National Furniture Center Evergreen Award

Service
Design
Installation
Project Management
Leasing
Reconfiguration

Best Value
Product
Price
Delivery
Proven Performance

Convenience
National Network of Experienced Servicing Dealers

GSA Contract GS-28F-8014H



Improv®
The broadest seating family on the market. From task chairs to stools, side seating to occasional tables,  
Improv has an option to meet any individual’s needs. Left to Right – Improv Tag / Improv Side

Monaco®
Fit for any executive, Monaco seating combines full function with luxurious design.
Left to Right – Monaco High-Back / Monaco Mid-Back
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Galerie™
Small-scale lounge seating and occasional tables make compact reception areas sing.

Composites™
Elegant and practical guest seating for a variety of environments. Choose from five back and four arm options.  

ToDo®
Options such as casters, cup holder, tablet arm and storage shelf provide a truly flexible and interactive environment.
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Systems
More than desks, storage and walls, systems furniture creates dynamic environments with personality. There’s a system  
designed specifically for you because Haworth systems grow and change with your needs.  

UniGroup® Too
A comprehensive offering at an affordable price. UniGroup Too combines classic design with unmatched  
simplicity and durability.

Compose®
Thoughtfully designed and thoroughly adaptable, Compose brings design freedom and performance to the forefront.
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PREMISE®
A foundation for change, PREMISE grows with an organization and anticipates technology. And it’s fully stackable.  

RACE®
Offering off-modularity and stacking capabilities, RACE embodies change.  Superb technology capacity supports extreme needs. 
Its distinctive design creates open, healthy environments. 
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Jump®Stuff
Work smart. Have fun. JumpStuff paper management tools give you control over your work environment.  
Use in conjunction with the JumpStuff rail system or slat pads to take work up and off of your workspace. 

Work Tools 
Providing people with the right tools facilitates productivity and coordinates multi-tasking. Haworth provides 
a range of options in these vital categories and is proud to present the smartest tools on the market today.

Boogie® Board
The adjustable keyboard pad. Patented design.  
Simple and comfortable. No tools required. 

OneTouch®
Never before has the touch of a finger solved so 
many challenges. The first overhead storage unit  
to be opened and closed by the touch of a finger.

Architectural Interiors
Through forward-thinking flexibility, Haworth A.I. products represent truly lasting value — remaining effective decades  
after they’re first installed. Haworth solutions are sustainable and ready to meet your ever-changing needs.

TecCrete® 
Library quiet and rock solid, yet beautiful enough to leave bare. TecCrete access flooring accommodates underfloor air  
and technology for convenience and adaptability.

LifeSPACE® 
LifeSPACE moveable walls look permanent, but are designed to create a more responsive space and support changing
business needs. Choose from a wide range of aesthetic options.
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Steel Storage and Casegoods 
Haworth offers storage and casegoods solutions to accommodate a variety of functions and budgets. 
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Kinetics®

V Series®
V Series stands for value. These storage and casegoods products provide exceptional strength and security.

X Series®
The broad offering and aesthetic options of X Series take storage and casegoods from the back room to any room. 

Tables
Tables set the tone for how work gets done. Haworth offers finely-crafted boardroom tables, sleek, fully-powered  
training tables and everything in between. Available in an exceptional variety of materials, surfaces and details,  
they create the look and feel that works best in your workplace.

Tactics®

Wood Casegoods
Image matters. So does performance. Haworth casegoods bring both to your work environment. Elegant craftsmanship  
and precision engineering are the hallmarks of Haworth’s wood casegoods. Highly functional and beautifully designed,  
our casegoods selection has helped cement our reputation for meeting customers’ needs.

Orlando™
Great design and function. Orlando  
provides solutions to organize your  
workspace and support personal  
work styles.

Vancouver™
Smart technology coupled with  
modular design. Vancouver offers 
options to accommodate numerous 
work styles and aesthetics.
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Masters Series™
With a broad standard offering  
and price scalability, Masters Series  
is highly flexible and designed for  
ease of customization. Shown with 
LifeSPACE moveable walls.



This brochure is printed on Mohawk 50/10 paper made with
15% recycled fiber, processed chlorine free. By using this
environmentally friendly paper, Haworth saves on average
the following resources annually: 7,882 trees, 3.3 million
gallons of water, 4.5 billion BTUs of energy, 355,200 pounds
of solid waste, and 694,190 pounds of atmospheric emissions.
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